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In this paper (R, M) is a normal local domain of dimension d = 2 (in 
Section 1 we only assume d > 1) with maximal ideal 1M, which satisfies the 
following conditions: (i) the dimension formula and (ii) every domain R’ 
which contains and is finitely generated over R, satisfies the finiteness 
condition for integral extensions. (For terminology see below.) A prime 
R-divisor v  is a discrete valuation of rank 1 of the quotient field K of R, 
whose valuation ring R, dominates R and whose residue field has trans- 
cendence degree d - 1 over R/M. Let D(R) be the set of all prime R-divisors. 
If  A is an ideal in R, we denote by X, the scheme Proj(&,, A”) obtained by 
blowing up A, and by XA its normalization in K. We say R satisfies 
condition (N), if for all v  E Q(R) there is an M-primary ideal A in R 
such that the reduced closed fibre of the canonical projective morphism 
fA: XA -+ Spec R is exactly the center of v  on XA . (An ideal A with this 
property is called asymptotically irreducible, associated to v.) An equivalent 
condition on R is introduced by Muhly in [7]. There he proves that it implies 
a factorization theory for M-primary ideals which is related to Zariski’s unique 
factorization theory (valid if R is regular [16, Appendix 51 or even if the 
completion R is a rational UFD [6, Section 201) in a similar way, as the 
factorization theory of elements in semifactorial rings is to the factorization 
theory in UFD’s. 
In [8] Muhly studies condition (N) in a ring R satisfying the following 
very restrictive assumptions: 
(a) the closed fibre of the quadratic transformation fM: X, -+ Spec R 
is an irreducible reduced regular curve C (i.e., the ring R can be desingularized 
by just one quadratic transformation). 
* The paper contains essential parts of the author’s doctoral dissertation at the 
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(b) this curve C is in a natural way embedded in a projective space 
over the residue field K = R/M and it is assumed that its hyperplanes cut 
out on C a nonspecial linear series. 
Muhly shows that in this case R satisfies condition (N) if and only if the 
homogeneous coordinate ring of the closed fibre of X,, is semifactorial. 
(Under the above conditions (a) and (b) this means that R itself is semi- 
factorial cf. Remark 4.8.) Corollary 2.12 and Remark 4.8 show that this is 
a very special case of a more general result. 
The main conjecture studied in this paper is that for complete R, con- 
dition (N) is equivalent to the semifactoriality of R (i.e., Pit R is a torsion 
group). In Section 4 it is proved that the torsion property of Pit R implies 
condition (N). For this purpose we develop a criterion for the semifactoriality 
of R (Theorem 4.4) which allows to make use of the ideas of M. Artin in [2]. 
In view of this criterion, a possible approach to prove that conversely (N) 
implies semifactoriality, could be to demonstrate that there is a desingular- 
ization f: X + Spec R such that for each exceptional curve C on X, Pica C 
(the group of divisor classes of degree zero on each component of C) is a 
torsion group. Corollary 2.12 proves this for integral exceptional curves C. 
If  the residue field of R is algebraically closed and of characteristic p > 0, 
it remains to show that the exceptional curves on X are “simply connected” 
in the sense of [2, p. 4941; this is explained in more detail in the remark just 
before Theorem 4.6. 
The main conjecture would establish that the multiplicative semigroup 
R\(O) module units is semifactorial if and only if the semigroup of complete 
M-primary ideals with respect to the *-product is semifactorial. (A * B is 
defined to be the completion of the product AB; the notation “semifactorial 
semigroup” is defined in Section 3.) Is there in any two dimensional local ring 
some relation between these semigroups which would imply the main 
conjecture ? 
Section 1 includes a basic theorem of Rees, which leads to some alternative 
characterizations of asymptotically irreducible ideals (Proposition 1.8). More- 
over it contains Muhly’s original definition of condition (N) and the behavior 
of (N) under ring completion and henselization. In Section 2 we study the 
birational theory of rings with condition (N). A normal scheme X which is 
proper and birational over Spec R, R satisfying (N), is already determined 
by the prime R-divisors which have center on X in codimension 1 
(Proposition 2.2), consequently X is obtained by blowing up a normal 
M-primary ideal in R (Corollary 2.3). Further we prove that the local rings 
of the points of codimension 2 on X (X and R as above) satisfy condition (N). 
These results have an interesting consequence for the birational theory of 
complete semifactorial two dimensional local rings (Proposition 2.7). Finally 
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Theorem 2.11 and its Corollaries are the natural generalization of one part of 
Muhly’s above cited result in [8]. 
To have a convenient formulation for the factorization theory of complete 
M-primary ideals in rings satisfying condition (N), we introduce in 
Section 3 the notion of a semifactorial semigroup. Following very closely 
the ideas of Lipman in [6, Chap. V], we relate the factorization properties 
of M-primary ideals in R with the properties of exceptional curves on a 
desingularization. This leads to alternative characterizations of rings with 
condition (N) (Theorem 3.10). An immediate consequence is that rings 
having a rational singularity satisfy condition (N) and furthermore the 
factorization theory for M-primary complete ideals is especially simple in 
these rings (Corollary 3.11). 
Terminology 
All rings are noetherian and commutative, with identity. Without further 
reference we make use of the language of models (cf. [5] or [16, Chap. VI, 
Section 171) and of schemes. To some extent we need intersection theory on 
two dimensional regular schemes, for reference cf. [6, Sections 10-131. The 
theory of complete ideals is described in [6, Section 51 and in [16, Appendix 41. 
If  A is an ideal in R, we denote its completion by 3. An ideal A us called 
normal, if all its powers A” are complete. We say R satisfies the dimension 
formula, if for every domain R’ which contains and is finitely generated 
over R and for any pair of prime ideals p, p’ in R and R’, respectively, such that 
p’ n R = p, we have h(p’) + transcendence degree RIPR’/p’ = h(p) + 
transcendence degree RR’ (h(p) is the height of the prime ideal p in R, 
cf. [16, Chap. IV, Section 141). We say R satisfies the finiteness condition for 
integral extensions, if the integral closure of R in any finite algebraic 
field extension of the field of fractions of R is a finite R-module [8, Sections 351 
[16, Chap. VI, Section 181. Without explicit mention we often make use of 
the following fact: I f  every domain R’ which contains and is finitely generated 
over R satisfies the finiteness condition for integral extensions and A is an -- 
ideal in R, then there is an integer m > 0 such that Ams = (A”)” for all 
positive integers s and an integer n’ > 0 such that the schemes XF are 
isomorphic and normal for all n > n’ [5, Section 1, Theorem 11. 
1. ARITHMETIC THEORY AND DEFINITIONS 
Let (Ii, M) be a local domain of dimension d > 1 with the properties 
mentioned at the beginning of the introduction, and A an M-primary ideal 
in R. We call the scheme X, = Proj(&s A”) the A-transform of Spec R 
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(“blowing up,” “ eclatement” cf. EGA II, Section 8). X, possesses a canonical 
projective morphism fA: X, + Spec R and the fibre of fA over the 
subscheme of Spec R defined by A is described by the homogeneous ring 
G(A) = @,>0 (An/A”+l): 
f a’(Spec R/A) = Proj (0 An) x R Spec(R/A) rr Proj ((0 An) OR R/A) 
CYJ Proj (0 AR/A”+‘). 
The defining OxA -ideal of this fibre as a subscheme of X, is the principal 
ideal AOxA . The supports of the closed fibre of X, and of the fibre over 
Spec(R/A) are evidently equal. I f  w is a valuation of the quotient field K of R 
which is finite on R, we can set v(A) = minsea V(X). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let P be the center of the valuation v  on X, and !& the 
homogeneous prime ideal in en>,, An defining P. Then !& n A” = 
(x E A” 1 v(x) > v(A”)}, and the local ring of P is OxA,p = (ona0 An)tpV) = 
WY) I x, Y E A”, V(Y) = +@), n 3 01. 
Proof. I f  A = (a, ,..., a,) and v(A) = +a,), then P E Spec S, , where 
8, = N4al ,..-, 44. The center of v  in S, is the prime ideal 
P, = (xa;n 1 x E A”, v(xa;“) > 0, n > 0} and OxA,p = (S,),y . Homog- 
enized this is the above statement. 
I f  A is an ideal in R, primary for M, we define T(A) to be the set of all the 
valuations of the quotient field K of R, finite on R, whose center on XA 
(the normalization of X, in K) is a component of the fibre over Spec R/A. 
T(A) is a finite set of prime R-divisors: if v  f  T(A) with valuation ring 
(R, , M,,) and Spec S is an affine part of X, such that v  is finite on S, then 
p : = M, n S is a prime ideal of height one in S, since by hypothesis p is an 
associated prime ideal of the principal ideal AS in the noetherian integrally 
closed ring S. Therefore R, = S, , i.e., o is a discrete rank one valuation. 
Evidently p n R = M, since otherwise the M-primary ideal A would be 
included in a prime ideal of height one in R. Finally the dimension formula 
implies 
trans. degree, IM R,/Mu = trans. degree,,, S/p 
= h(M) + trans. degree, S - h(p) = d - 1. 
We call the elements of T(A) the exceptional valuations of X, or of A. Since 
the normalizations in K of the schemes obtained by blowing up the ideals A, 
L!! (the completion of A) or An, for all n >, 1, are isomorphic, we have 
T(A) = T(A) = T(A”) for all n > 1. 
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Let vA be the order function belonging to A: for x E R, x # 0, we set 
vA(x) = n if x E A” and x $ A”+l (where A0 = RR). If  vA(x) = n, we call the 
image of x in An/Anfl the initial form of x and denote it by L 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let A be an M-primary ideal in R and define Arnl = 
{x E A” 1 v(x) > v(A”)for allv E T(A)}, n 3 0. The homogeneous part of 
degree n of the radical of the zero ideal in G(A) is A[nl/An+l. 
Proof. The set of nilpotent elements in G(A) is the intersection of the 
minimal homogeneous prime ideals of G(A). These prime ideals correspond 
to the components of the fibre over Spec R/A. By Lemma 1 .l 
these components are given by the ideals p0 with pv n An/Anfl = 
(X 1 x E An, v(x) > v(An)} for v  E T(A). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be a normal M-primary ideal in R. The homogeneous 
part of degree n of the set of zero divisors of G(A) is {% j x E A”, there is a 
v  E T(A): v(x) > v(A”)}. 
Proof. The set of zero divisors of G(A) is the union of the associated 
prime ideals of (0). There is no non-irrelevant embedded prime ideal of (0) 
in G(A), since such an ideal corresponds to an associated point of the fibre 
over Spec R/A which is not a generic point. Since A is supposed to be 
normal, X, is normal (cf. [6, Lemma 5.21) and this fibre is defined in each 
affine part of X, by a principal ideal in a noetherian integrally closed domain, 
and therefore all the associated points are generic points. The irrelevant 
prime ideal is not associated to (0): Otherwise there is an element E E G(A), 
E # 0, such that (0) : (F) is primary for J%’ = M/A @ @n>I An/An+l in 
G(A). (cf. [16, Chap. IV, Section 51; we can assume c homogeneous of 
degree n.) Hence there exists an integer Y  such that APE = 0 in G(A) and it 
follows Arc C AT+n+l, where E is the initial form of c E R and n the degree of r 
in G(A). Therefore v(c) >, v(AR+l) for each valuation v  nonnegative on R. 
Since A is normal, we have c E An+l, i.e., c = O-a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let A be an M-primary ideal. Then there exists a positive 
integer s and an element x E A” such that v(x) = v(A”) for all v  E T(A). I f  A 
is normal we can further achieve An : (x) = A”-” for all n > s. 
Proof. By a standard argument (cf. [16, vol. II, p. 2861) we can find a 
homogeneous element I E G(A) of a certain degree s which does not belong to 
any nonirrelevant prime ideal of G(A) associated to 0. 
For the moment let S be an arbitrary noetherian ring with identity, A an 
ideal in S, vA the order function belonging to A. In several papers Rees studied 
the function uA(x) : = lim,,, (v,(xs),h). In [I 1, p. 1091 he proves that this limit 
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exists and is equal to sup,, (vA(x”)/n) and that U~ is a homogeneous pseudo- 
valuation of 5’. (The last statement means: ??,Jx + y) > min(eA(x), V,(Y)), 
T&Y) > @,&) + V,(Y) and fi&“) = no x 4 > f  or all positive integers n and 
all X, y  E S.) 
LEMMA 1.5. (a) Us < c~,(x) for aZZ ideals A’ 2 A. (b) g,,,(x) = 
(l/n) eA(x). (c)If S . 2s a d omain and 2 the completion of A, then @,&) = am. 
Proof. (a) is trivial. (b) By definition nAn(xT) = m(y) if xr E (An)nz(+“) 
but xr # (A1L)m(7)+1. Therefore we get the inequalities rim(r) < v~(x”) < 
n(m(y) + 1). Dividing by Y and passing to the limit we get the statement. 
(c) (cf. [13, p. 2231). In view of (a) it remains to prove v~(x) < am. 
Let x E R and let eA(x) = 4. Then, if 4’ < Q, we can find an integer n, such 
that, if n > n, , xn E A<Q’lz>, where (q’n) denotes the integral part of q’n. 
Hence y  = xn is integrally dependent on AQpnj and consequently y  satisfies 
an equation 
yTfl + alyr + ... + a,,, = 0, 
where ai E A<Q’“>~. This now implies y” E A<@lE)(m-T) for all m > Y + 1. 
Therefore 
If we now let n -+ co, we obtain UJX) 3 Q’, hence eA(x) 3 4 = VA(X). 
THEOREM 1.6. If  A is an M-primary ideal in R, we get 
(*I eA(x) = n& [v(x)/v(A)] for all x E R. 
The representation (*) of @A is irredundant, that means there is no proper subset 
T’ C T(A) such that Z)A(X) = miniUErr [v(x)/v(A)] for all x E R. Furthermore 
(*) is unique in thefollowing sense: If  ~;r = min,Gis.n wi is another irredundant 
representation of flA as minimum of a finite set of real valuations wi of the 
quotient field of R, then each of the valuations wi is equivalent to a prime 
R-divisor vi and {vl ,..., v,} = T(A). 
We call (*) the Rees representation of Q~ . This theorem is a special case 
of the results of Rees in [ll]-[13]. Another proof is given implicitly by 
Nagata in [lo, Section 41. To be complete, and since we need the explicit 
description of the valuations appearing in (*), we give a proof using ideas of 
Rees in [13]. 
The last remark in the introduction, Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 1.5 allow 
us to assume without loss of generality that A is normal and that there is an 
element a E A with v(a) = v(A) for all v  E T(A) and Anfl: (a) = A” for all 
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positive integers n. Complete a to a basis (a, a, ,..., a,) of A. All valuations 
2, E T(A) are finite on the ring S = R[ur/u,..., a,/~] = {x& / x E At, t > 0). 
WehaveAn=AnSnR=unSnRforalln>l:ifxEunSnRwewrite 
x = an-ty E R for some integer t and some y  E At. Hence utx E An+t and 
x E An+t: (u”) = A”. The inclusion A” _C A”S n R is trivial. This shows 
gA(x) = sazi,,(x) for all x E R. Since A is normal the ring S is an integrally 
closed noetherian domain and we have the decomposition 
(e ) AS=uS=p,1 n...np$) 
with prime ideals pi in S of height one corresponding one-to-one to the 
components of the closed fibre of X, . Let zli be the prime R-divisor with 
valuation ring SPi . I f  x E R and nA(x) = n, then x E anS and vi(x) > nei and 
VA(X) = XS(X) d l$& (@4/ei) with ei = vi(A). (1) 
Conversely, choose to a given element x E R a maximal integer m such that 
m < minrsigr [vi(x)/ei] or ~~(u-~x) >, 0 for all 1 < i < r. I f  o is an arbitrary 
essential valuation of the Krull ring S which does not belong to T(A), then 
~(a-“x) > 0, since V(U) = 0 and x E R C S. This shows a-“x E S and we 
conclude 
The inequalities (1) and (2) p rove the first assertion. It remains to show that 
(*) is irredundant. For every 1 < i < r we choose xi E S, xi $ pi but 
xi E fljfi pj . Write xi = a-“~, with yi E At, and we have now elements 
Yl ,..., yr in R with ui(yi)/ei = t, vj(y,)/ej > t for allj # i and all 1 < i < r, 
and this means that the Rees representation of ~;r is irredundant. The last 
statement is only a reformulation of Theorem 1.4 in [ Ill. 
COROLLARY 1.7. For two M-primary ideals A and B in R the equation 
va = tiB is valid if and only if A = B. 
Proof. Since A = P(xA , AOxA) = {x E R j V(X) > v(A) for all v  E T(A)} = 
(x E R 1 V,(X) > I} the equation us = Q implies A = B. The other 
direction is already proved. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let A be an M-primary ideal in R. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) ~;r is a valuation of the quotient $eld K of R. 
(b) the reduced closed jibre of fA: xA -+ Spec R is irreducible and the 
center of a uniquely determined (up to equivalence) valuation v  of K. 
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(c) there exists a positive integer m and a prime R-divisor v’ such that 
(A”)” is a valuation ideal associated to v’ for all n > 1. 
- 
v, , v  and v’ are equivalent prime R-divisors. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) and of @A and v  is already proved 
Now assume (b). There is an integer m such that A’ = Am is normal and 
therefore xA = X,, . By hypothesis, X,, has only one exceptional valuation 
v, and therefore A’” = T(X,, , A’lzOxA,) = (x E R / v(x) 3 v(A’“)} is a 
valuation ideal associated to v. If(c) is satisfied, we get the following equation, 
where A’ = A” and e = v’(A’): 
R,#A’” n R = (t:?) n R = A”’ 
R,, being the valuation ring of v’ and (to,) its maximal ideal. Hence 
e,,(x) = v~:,,(x) = v/(x)/e and (c) implies (a). 
DEFINITION 1.9. An M-primary Ideal A in R is called asymptotically 
irreducible associated to the prime R-divisor v  if A satisfies the equivalent 
conditions of Proposition 1.8. R satisfies condition (N) if for every prime 
R-divisor v  there exist asymptotically irreducible ideals associated to v. 
Two M-primary ideals A and B are called asymptotically equivalent if there 
are positive integers n and m such that An = B”. (Rees and Muhly use the 
expression “projective asymptotic equivalence.“) 
Remarks. 
(1) Asymptotically irreducible ideals associated to the same prime 
R-divisor v  are uniquely determined up to asymptotic equivalence: If  
- v, = v/e with e = v(A) and ?& = v/ f  with f = v(B) then eAff = ?&, and 
therefore z = B. 
(2) Muhly’s original definition of condition (N) in [7] is the following: 
A prime R-divisor v  defines a filtration (AJ of R by valuation ideals Ai 
associated to v: A, = R, Ai = (x E R 1 v(x) > v(Ai...,)}. v  is called 
noetherian if the filtration (Ai) possesses a noetherian subfiltration (A”(n), i.e., 
the graded ring &s AV(i)/AV(i+l) is noetherian. Now R satisjies condition (N) 
;f  and only if every prime R-divisor is noetherian. One direction of the proof is a 
trivial consequence of Proposition 1.8 (c). C onversely, if (BJ is a noetherian 
filtration of R by valuation ideals Bi associated to v, then the graded ring 
&,, Bi is a finitely generated B, = R-algebra [14a, Lemmas 1 and 21 and 
therefore there is an integer h > 0 such that B,, = (Bh)n for all n > 0 
(cf. EGA II, (2.1.6)). 
(3) Examples for rings satisfying condition (N) are given in Sections 3 
and 4, counterexamples at the end of Section 2. 
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The behavior of condition (N) with respect to ring completion is described 
in the following Lemma and its Corollary. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let (S, N) be a local subring of the local domain (3, fi) of the 
same dimension d > 1 such that S dominates S, S is a faithfully flat S-module 
and S is dense in S with respect to the fi-topology. 
(a) If d is a real valuation of the quotient $eld of S with center fi in S, 
and w is the restriction of fi to the quotient $eld of S, then w has center N in S 
and & and w have the same value group and the same residue field. 
(b) If w is a valuation of the quotient$eld of S with center N in S, then 
w can be extended to a valuation d of the quotient field of S with center fi in S. 
(c) Restriction, respectively extension, gives a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of prime S-divisors and the set of prime S-divisors. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are proved in [l, p. 513-5141. (c) The restriction 
of a prime S-divisor is by (a) a p rime S-divisor. Conversely let w be a prime 
S-divisor and 6 an extension with center I? in S. The transcendence degree 
of R,/M, over S/N N S/N is at most d - 1 ([16, Appendix 2, Proposition l]), 
hence is equal to d - 1 since R@lM, 1 R,lMW and the trans. degree of 
R,lMW over S/N is d - 1. Hence ZZ is real and is uniquely determined by w 
because of (a). 
COROLLARY 1. II. Let (S, N) and (3, fi) be local domains as above which 
in addition satisfy the conditions mentioned at the beginning of the introduction. 
Then S satisfies condition (N) ;f  and only zf S satisfies condition (N). 
Proof. Let w be a prime S-divisor and 6 the corresponding prime 
S-divisor. I f  A is a valuation ideal in S associated to $, then an S is a 
valuation ideal in S associated to w. If  conversely A is a valuation ideal in S 
associated to w, then a := AS is a valuation ideal in S associated to 
&: & = {X E S 1 G(x) 2 w(A)} is by construction a G-ideal and fi > A. 
Now S is dense in S and & is primary for fi = NS, therefore B has a basis 
with elements in S, fi = (b, ,..., b,)S, and even bi E A (1 < i < r), since A is 
a valuation ideal associated to w. This shows 2 = AS = A. If  (& is the 
filtration of S defined by the prime S-divisor 6, then (Ai) := (/$ n S) is 
the filtration of S defined by the prime S-divisor w (cf. Remark 2 following 
Definition 1.10). I f  conversely (AJ is the filtration of S defined by w, 
(a,) := (A$) is the filtration of S defined by 6. Using Muhly’s original 
definition of condition (N) the assertion now follows easily. 
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2. BIRATIONAL BEHAVIOR OF RINGS SATISFYING CONDITION (N) 
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that dim R equals two. Let K 
denote the quotient field of R. If  X is a normal model complete (or proper) 
over R, we denote by T(X) the set of those prime R-divisors whose valuation 
rings belong to X: T(X) = (V E Q(R) 1 R2, E X}. (For simplicity we use the 
same notation for the points of X and their local rings.) In the notation of 
Section 1 we have T(A) = T(XA), where A is an M-primary ideal in R. 
Since T(X) is included in the set of components of the closed fibre of X, 
T(X) is a finite set. 
LEMMA 2.1. If  X and Y are normal complete models over R, and Z is 
the normalization (in K) of the join of X and Y, then T(Z) = T(X) u T(Y). 
If A and B are M-primary ideals in R, then T(AB) = T(A) u T(B). 
Proof. The second assertion is an easy consequence of the first. As Z is 
complete and dominates X and Y: T(X) u T(Y) C T(Z). The opposite 
inclusion follows from the dimension formula: If  X = &, Spec Ai and 
Y = (Ji=, Spec Bj with normal domains Ai, Bj which are of finitely 
generated type over R, then Z = uiPi Spec(A, Bj). Choose v  E T(Z) with 
valuation ring (RV , M,). Assume that the center of v  on X belongs to 
Spec A, , and the center of z, on Y to Spec B, . Then v  has center on Z in -- 
Spec(A,B,): MV n A, =: pr , Mu n B, =: qr , M, n (A,B,) = p. If  both 
pr and qr are prime ideals of height two in A, , respectively, in B, , then -- 
A&, and B,/q, are algebraic over R/M, and then (A,B,)/p is also algebraic 
over R/M, contradicting the assumption v  E T(Z). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If  X and Y are normal complete models over R, then X 
dominates Y if and only if T(X) 3 T(Y). 
Proof. Let Z denote the normalization of the join of X and Y and v  the 
birational transformation from X to Y. If  Q is a local ring of dimension two 
in X which does not belong to Z, then there is a local ring S in Z which 
dominates Q, and by “Zariski’s main theorem” (e.g., EGA III, 4.4.8), we can 
assume that S is residually transcendental over Q. But then S would be the 
valuation ring of a prime R-divisor, which is impossible, since by hypothesis 
T(Z) = T(X) u T(Y) = T(X) and SEX. Therefore every local ring of 
dimension two in X belongs also to Z, and for this reason dominates a point 
in Y. Hence v  has no point of indeterminacy. If, conversely, X dominates Y, 
then T(Y) C T(X), since X is complete over R. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If  R satisfies condition (N), each normal complete model 
over R is projective, more precisely, it is the A-transform of Spec R with an 
M-primary normal ideal A in R. 
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Proof. If T(X) = (vr ,..., q}, choose asymptotically irreducible ideals Vi 
associated to vd in R (1 < i < r), and take A to be the ideal (V, *a* V,)” 
with a sufficiently high integer n > 0. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let X denote a normal complete model over R and V an 
asymptotically irreducible ideal in R associated to the prime R-divisor v. VO, 
is an invertible Ox-ideal if and only if v  E T(X). If the center Q of v  on X has 
codimension two, then V gets invertible in each point Q’ E X, Q’ # Q. 
Proof. By the universal property of the V-transform X, of Spec R, 
V gets invertible on exactly those models which dominate X, , and this 
proves the first statement. If v $ T(X), let 2 be the normalization of the join 
of X and X, and v the birational transformation from X to X, . Q is the 
only point of indeterminacy of v (cf. proof of Proposition 2.2). Each local 
ring Q’ + Q of X dominates a local ring of X, , and therefore VQ’ is a 
principal ideal in Q’. 
LEMMA 2.5. I f  VI ,..., V, are asymptotically irreducible ideals in R 
associated to the distinct prime R-divisors v1 ,..., V~ , then det(vi( Vj)),,j # 0. 
Proof. This is Lemma 4.1 in [7]. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose R satisfies condition (N) and let X denote a normal 
complete model over R and Q E X a local ring of dimension two. If p is a prime 
ideal of height one in Q which contracts to M, then some symbolic power of p is a 
principal ideal in Q. 
Proof. Let pr ,..., nr be the different prime ideals of height one in Q 
which contract to M, and vr ,..., v, the corresponding prime R-divisors. 
Let Vi be normal asymptotically irreducible ideals in R associated to vi 
(1 < i < r) and Xi the I/,-transforms of Spec R. There are morphisms 
fi: X -+ Xi , and we callQi = fi(Q) (1 < i < r). The associated prime ideals 
of the principal ideals ViQ = (V,QJQ = tiQ are the ideals pi ,..., pT , and 
we get the primary decomposition ViQ = tiQ = p?lJ n ... n pp) with 
eji = vj( Vi) = vj( ti) > 0 (1 < i, j < r). We set zi = JJ=, tp with integers 
Xl ,...) x, such that vr(zi) > 0 and vj(zl) = 0 for j # 1. This is possible by 
Lemma 2.5. If v is an essential valuation of the Krull ring Q, different from 
V 19..., VT , then v(tJ = 0 (1 < i < r), and therefore ziQ = pp1) with 
el = 43). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If R is a complete semifactorial local domain of dimension 
two, and if Q is a normal local domain of dimension two and of finitely generated 
type over R with the same quotient jield, then Q is semzfactorial. 
Proof. In Section 4 we shall see that R satisfies condition (N) under the 
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above condition. From the dimension formula follows that Q dominates R, 
and we may assume Q E X with a normal projective model X over R. We have 
to show: if p is a prime ideal of height one in Q such that p’ = p n R is a 
prime ideal of height one in R, then some symbolic power of p is a principal 
ideal. Now p’(f) = tR with t E R and tQ = p(f) n pifl) n ... n pkfr), where 
pi are the prime ideals of height one in Q which contract to M. If  zli are the 
prime R-divisors corresponding to the prime ideals pi , then fi = vi(t) > 0 
(1 < i < r). In view of Lemma 2.6 there are positive integers q such that 
pyi) = tiQ, ti EQ (1 < i < r). We set e = nk, ei , ei’ = e/ei and 
,a = te/nyal t{zQ’. Then z E Q and zQ = p@f). 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let R satisfy condition (N), and let X denote a complete 
normal model over R, Q a local ring of dimension two in X, and I an M- 
primary ideal in R. The ideal To(I) := (1Q)(IQ)-1 is called the transform of 
I in Q, the Or-ideal (10,)(10,)-l is called the transform of I on X. 
We may assume X to be projective over R. If  To(I) f  Q (this means 
T(I) n sZ(Q) # a), then ((IQ)-‘)-’ = pp) n .** n pin,) with prime ideals pi 
of height one in Q which contract to M (1 < i < r) since I C IQ n R C 
((IQ)-l)-l n R. By Lemma 2.6 there is an integer e such that (I”Q)-l is an 
invertible fractional ideal in Q and therefore the leQ-transform of SpecQ 
and the To(le)-transform of SpecQ are identical, and T,(I”) is primary for 
the maximal ideal of Q. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. With the assumptions of Definition 2.8 Q satis$es 
condition (N). I f  w is a prime Q-divisor and W an asymptotically irreducible 
ideal in R associated to w, then there is an integer e such that T,(We) is an 
asymptotically irreducible ideal in Q associated to w. 
Proof. Let Z be the normalization of the join of X and X, and V the 
fibre in 2 over Q. We get the following diagram of projective morphisms: 
V=S~~~QX~ZC--~Z---+X~ 
1 
f* 
1 
f’ 
1 
f 
%ecQ c 1 FXTSpecR 
V is the normalization of the WQ-transform of SpecQ, and in view of the 
above remarks, there is an integer e > 0 such that V is the normalization 
of the To( We)-transform of Spec Q. Since w is the only prime R-divisor with 
center in the fibre off’ over Q, it follows that To( We) is an asymptotically 
irreducible ideal associated to w. 
In particular, if X is a desingularization of R and W an asymptotically 
irreducible ideal in R associated to a prime R-divisor w with center in a closed 
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point Q of X, then already (WQ)-’ is an invertible ideal, and therefore T,( IV) 
is an asymptotically irreducible ideal in Q associated to w. Hence the com- 
pletion of T,( IV) is a power of a simple complete ideal in Q. It is an unsolved 
problem whether the transform of a complete (or at least normal) 
asymptotically irreducible ideal is complete. 
LEMMA 2.10. S is a ring, I an ideal in S, In an S-submodule of In such that 
P”I c I n+m. , 0 = @&, I”, o = Ona0 In/I,, , f: 0 + o the canonical morphism. 
Let “p be a homogeneous not irrelevant prime ideal in o and P = f  -‘( p). I f  x E S 
and vr(x) = II, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(4 f(x)#p (b) xow = I”%, 
Proof. (a) 3 (b): The inclusion x0u.j CPOe, is trivial. I f  z EPOXY) , 
we may write z = x’(u/v) with x’ E I”, u, v  E I” and v  #P. Since x $ P, 
we have z = x(x’u/xv) E xOcP) . 
(b) => (a): Since p and P are not irrelevant, there is an integer Y  > 0 
such that IT Q P. Therefore we may assume that there is an element y  EP, 
y  $ P. By hypothesis y  = x(u/v), where u, v  E I*, v  $ P and therefore 
xu = yv  $ P. 
THEOREM 2.11. Suppose R satisfies condition (N). Take V to be a normal 
asymptotically irreducible ideal in R associated to the prime R-divisor v  and let 
Vnl = {x E vn 1 v(x) > v(P)}. I f  p is a prime ideal of height one in 
o : = &,, Vn/ Vrnl (the reduced ring of the closed$bre of X, , cf. Corollary 1.2), 
then there exists a principal ideal xo such that p is the only prime ideal of height 
one associated to xo. 
Proof. Let P E XV be the point of codimension two being defined by p 
as a point of the reduced closed fibre of XV . Choose a prime R-divisor w 
with center P on XV and a normal asymptotically irreducible ideal W in R 
associated to w. We may assume WC V”, W $! VLnl for some integer n > 0. 
The only point of indeterminacy of the birational transformation v: X, -+ Xw 
is P and for all points P’ E X, , P’ # P, we have q(P’) = Q, where Q is the 
center of v  on X, . Since W is invertible on X, , there is an element x E W 
such that WP’ = (WQ)P’ = xP’ for all P’ E X, , P’ # P. In particular 
v(x) = v(W) = v(V”) an x E V%\V[“l, since V” is a valuation ideal asso- d 
ciated to U. If  q’ is a prime ideal of height one in the normal ring P’ E X, 
which is associated to the principal ideal xP’, then WC WP’ n R = 
xP’ n R C q’ n R. Hence ( VP’)1/2 is the only prime ideal in P’ associated 
to xP’. Since v(x) = v(V’$ we have xP’ = FP’. Therefore, if p’ is the 
prime ideal in o defining P’ as a point of the reduced closed fibre, then 
i $p’ (Lemma 2.10). This is true for all prime ideals p’ in o, p’ # p. 
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With the notations of Theorem 2.11 we have the 
COROLLARY 2.12. The integral closure o of the graded domain o is a semi- 
factorial ring. 
Proof. We may assume that o is the homogeneous coordinate ring of the 
normalization i? of the reduced closed fibre E of X, . If p is a prime ideal in o 
which corresponds to a regular point P E E, then p : = pti is a prime ideal in O, 
and the only one associated to the principal ideal G (X determined as above). 
Therefore xo = jPJ for some integer e > 0. Since this is true for all but 
finitely many prime ideals in 6, the conclusion follows ([15], Section 2, 4(b)). 
COROLLARY 2.13. If R satisfies condition (N) and if X is a desingularization 
of R such that the components Ei of the closed fibre of X are regular curves 
(1 < i < n), then the groups of divisor classes on Ei of degree zero are torsion 
groups (1 < i < n). 
Proof. The homogeneous coordinate ring of each Ei is semifactorial 
by Corollary 2.12. 
The last corollary shows that condition (N) depends essentially on the 
residue field of R. Take Muhly’s example in [8]: if R is the local ring of the 
vertex of an elliptic cone, then R is desingularized by one quadratic transfor- 
mation and the closed fibre is an elliptic curve E. The example shows also 
that condition (N) is not stable under extensions of the ground field (assume R 
to be geometric). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC FACTORIZATION OF COMPLETE IDEALS 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If V, ,..., V, and WI ,..., W, are asymptotically irre- 
ducible ideals in R associated to the prime R-divisors v1 ,..., v, respectively -- 
w1 ,..., w, and if VI ..* V, = WI a** W, , then s = r and after a suitable 
renumbering vi = wi and ri = ri for 1 < i < r. 
Proof. The only not trivial statement is the equality vi = WC . Now 
evidently Vi and Wi have to be asymptotically equivalent, hence there are 
positive integers ei , fi such that vif( = 6 for 1 < i < r. With the notation 
e = &=, ei , ei’ = e/ei we conclude 
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Hence there is a linear system of equations 
i vk( Vi)(fiei’ - e) = 0 
i=l 
(1 < K < r) 
and Lemma 2.5 implies fiei’ - e = 0, and therefore ZQ( Vi) = vi(Wi) 
(1 < i < r). Since Vi and Wi are asymptotically irreducible ideals associated 
to vi , it follows vi = Wi (1 < i < r). 
THEOREM 3.2. Necessary and sujicient for R to satisfy condition (N) is 
that there are for each M-primary ideal A in R asymptotically irreducible 
ideals V, , . . . , V,. in R and positive integers q, fi ,..., fT such that 
(*I 
The ideals Vi are determined by A up to asymptotic equivalence, the corre- 
sponding prime R-divisors are exactly those appearing in the Rees representation 
of tiA . If the ideals V, ,..., V,. are$xed, the r + l-tupel (q, fi ,..., f,.) is uniquely 
determined up to a factor of proportionality. 
We call (*) an asymptotic factorization of A. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness (in the sense precised above) of 
asymptotic factorization of M-primary ideals in rings with condition (N) 
has been established by Muhly in [7]. To prove the converse it is sufficient 
to show that, given a prime R-divisor v  with valuation ring R, , 
there is an M-primary ideal A such that v  E T(A). For this purpose let 
SpecRcX,+X,+-a*. be the sequence of quadratic transformations and 
normalizations along v. It is well known that this sequence is finite, i.e., there 
is an integer n > 0 such that R, E X, , [cf. argument in p. 392 of 16, Vol. II]. 
By construction X, is the A-transform of Spec R with some normal M- 
primary ideal A, and v  E T(X,J = T(A). 
To examine this type of factorization we make the following: 
DEFINITION 3.3. Take G to be a commutative semigroup, additively 
written, with cancellation law. An element g E G, g # 0, is called extremal 
(or an extremal element), if g has no inverse in G and if a factorization 
ng :=g + ... +g = a + b implies sa = qg and tb = pg with suitable 
positive integers s, t, q, p. Two extremal elements x and y  are called equivalent, 
x M y, if there are positive integers n and m such that nx = my. G is 
semifactorial, if to each g E G, g # 0 and g has no inverse in G, there is an 
integer n > 0 such that ng is a sum of extremal elements and this decom- 
position is unique in the following sense: If  ng = a, + ... + a, , ai extremal, 
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ai & ai for i # j, 1 < i, j < s and mg = b, + .** + b, , b, extremal, 
b, & b, for k # 1, 1 < k, 1 < r, then r = s and a, m bi after a suitable 
renumbering. 
The following remarks are easy to prove: 
(1) If  g is extremal in G, then so is ng for all integers n > 0. 
(2) If  ng = n,a, + *.. + nsas and mg = mlal + s-0 + msas with 
pairwise inequivalent extremal elements ai and positive integers n, m, ni , mi 
(1 < i < s), then nmi = mni . 
EXAMPLE. Take S to be a noetherian integrally closed domain. An 
element x c S is called primary if (xS)~/~ is a prime ideal. S is called semi- 
factorial, if the group of divisor classes of S is a torsion group. Now S is 
semifactorial if and only if for each x E S, 0 # XS # S, there is an integer 
n > 0 such that xn is a product of primary elements ([15], Section 1, Satz 1). 
As an easy consequence we deduce: S is semifactorial if and only if the 
multiplicative semigroup S - {0} is semifactorial in the sense of definition 3.3. 
Each class of extremal elements consists in this case of the powers of a fixed 
primary element, modulo units. 
The following lemma is nearly self-evident. 
LEMMA 3.4. If H is a sub-semigroup of G and x E H is an extremal element 
in G, then x is also extremal in H. If G is semifactorial and if there exists an 
integer p > 0 such that pG C H, then H is also semifactorial. 
Proof. Notice that an element x E H, extremal in H, is also extremal in G 
under the above condition. 
(3.5) Suppose R possesses a desingularizationf: X -+ Spec R. A curve C 
on X is defined to be an effective (Cattier) divisor and C is called exceptional, 
if C is proper over R and f (C) is zero-dimensional. I f  C is an exceptional 
curve on X and % an invertible O,-module, then the cohomology modules 
Hi(C, St> are of finite length hi(F) over R, x(F) = ho(F) - N(9) makes 
sense and the degree of 9 is defined to be deg, 9 = x(F) - x(0,). 
I f  D is a divisor on X with Or-ideal O(D), the intersection number (D * C) 
is defined by 
(D * C) = (O(D) * C) = deg, (&*(0(D)) 
ic: C -+ X is the closed immersion. 
We refer to [6, Sections 10-131 for the numerical theory of exceptional 
curves and for the proofs of the following statements (a)-(e). Let El ,..., E,, 
be the distinct components of the closed fibre off: X--f Spec R, i.e., all the 
integral exceptional curves on X. 
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(a) The intersection matrix (Ei * E& is negative definite. 
(b) A divisor D on X is ample if and only if (D * I$) > 0 for all 
(c) If D, D, , D, are divisors on X and C and E exceptional curves, then 
((4 + D,) . C) = (Dl C) + (4 * C), 
(D * (C + E)) = (D . C) + (D . E), 
(C . E) = x(C) + x(E) - x(C + E) = (E . C). 
(d) Suppose the exceptional curves C and E have no common com- 
ponent. Then (C . E) > 0 and (C * E) = 0 if and only if the supports of C 
and E have no common point. 
We denote by gx the group of divisors of the form CL, niEi , ni E Z, by cx+ 
the set of divisors 0 # D E gr for which (D . EJ < 0 for all 1 < i < n, 
and by 6X+ the set of divisors D E $x , D # 0, such that 0(-D) is generated 
by its sections over X. $r+ and $r# are closed under addition. 
(e) 8x” _C Lj’,r+ _C {D = Cy=, niEi E &,r 1 ni > O> (cf. [6, Section 181). 
Following Lipman in [6, Chap. V], we study the connection between the 
structure of the semigroups $r+ and $r# and the structure of the ring R. 
Take vi to be the prime R-divisor whose center on X is Ei (1 < i < n). If D = 
Cy=“=, n,E, E $r#, then I, : = r(X, 0(-D)) = {x E R 1 vi(x) > ni , 1 < i < n}. 
Hence ID is an M-primary complete ideal in R, and by definition of cx#, 
IoO, = 0(-D). Conversely, suppose I is a complete M-primary ideal in R 
such that IO, is invertible. Then IOx = 0(--D,), where D, E $r# and, by 
completeness, I = r(X, 0(-D,)). For any two ideals A, B in R we set 
A * B := AB. Since A * B = A f Rfifollows that if C is a third ideal, 
then A c (B * C) = (A * B) * C = ABC. If A and B are M-primary 
complete ideals in R such that AO, and BO, are invertible, then the same is 
true for A * B and (A * B) 0, = ABO, = 0(-D, - Ds). Conversely, if 
A * B is M-primary, then so are A and B, and if (A * B) 0, is invertible, 
then so is AO, and BO, . Let g be the semigroup of M-primary complete 
ideals in R with respect to the * product, and gr the sub-semigroup of 
those elements in 5 which generate invertible Ox-ideals. Note that for every 
ideal A in R there exists some desingularization X such that AO, is invertible. 
We summarize: 
LEMMA 3.6. There is a one-to-one correspondence between I&# and Kx . 
Thereby addition in gx+ corresponds to the *product of ideals. &is semifactorial 
if and only if ex # is semifactorial for all desingularizations X. 
LEMMA 3.7. 4’x+ is semifactorial, more precisely there exists a positive 
integer N, depending only on R and not on the desingularization f: X --+ Spec R, 
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such that for all D E L&+, ND is a sum of extremal elements in &r+. D E &+ is 
extremal if and only if (D . EJ = 0 f  or all but one of the components E, of the 
closed fibre. If  n is the number of these components, then there are uniquely 
determined elements DiQ E exf, i = I,..., n, such that the set of extremal 
elements in l&f consists exactly out of the multiples of the DiQ. 
Proof. Let f:  X --f Spec R be a fixed desingularization and let di > 0 
be the greatest common divisor of all the degrees of invertible sheaves 
on Ei . Clearly (l/dJ(E, . Ei) E Z for all i, j and N = 1 det(l/dJ(E, . Ej))l = 
(l/d, ... d,) 1 det((E, * &))I is a positive integer. In [6, Sections 14 and 151 it is 
proved, that N depends only on R and not on the choice of the desingular- 
ization. (N is the order of the finite abelian group H, introduced in 
[6, Section 141, which does not depend on X.) If  (bij) is the inverse matrix of 
((l/dj)(E, * EJ), then Nbii E Z for all i, j, and setting Di =Ci=, - NbikE, 
we have 
(Di. Ej) = -Nd, f  b&/dJ(E, . Ej) = -Nd& < 0 
k=l 
for all i, j = l,..., n. Hence Di E eX+. 
For any D in $r+ we have 
Hence 
(D . EJ = -nidi with ni 3 0, i = l,..., n. 
= N(-njdj) - nj(-Ndj) = 0 
so that, by definiteness of the intersection product, 
ND = i niDi , 
i=l 
I f  mD = ~~=, m,Di is a second decomposition, we deduce 
m(D . Ej) = mj(-Ndj) 
and mj/m = (D . EJ-Ndj = nJN. 
The Di are extremal: if nDi = A + B with A, B E: #r+, then 
0 = (A . Ei) + (B . Ej) and therefore (A . Ej) = (B . Ej) = 0 for all j # i. 
The first part of the proof shows NA = -[(A . EJd,] Di and NB = 
-[(B . EJdJ Di . 
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If Dj = CT=, njiEi is an extremal element in el+ and nj = gcdlciG, nji 
then 
Djo = f’ (njd/nj) Ei = i mjiEi 
i=l i=l 
belongs to &Xi and is equivalent to Dj . 
All elements in Jr+ which are equivalent to Djo are multiples of Djo: 
If A = I%, liEi is equivalent to Die, then there are positive integers n, m 
such that mA = nDjo, i.e., mli = nmji , i.e. m / nmii for all i = I,..., n. Since 
gcdiC-ig, mii = 1, we deduce m / n. 
LEMMA 3.8. @, # is semifactorial ; f  and only if there is an integer p > 0 
such that p&+ C ex#. 
Proof. One direction is trivial. Now suppose $:x# to be semifactorial and 
let E1 ,..., E, be the distinct components of the closed fibre of X. There are 
at most n classes of extremal elements in Br#. Otherwise there would be a 
relationr,A, = rlA, + r2A, + ... + rnAn (r/ E Z, 0 < i < n, r. > 0, the Ai 
pairwise inequivalent extremal elements), and so for r > max(/ ri I,..., 1 r, I) 
wewouldhaver,A,+rA,+...+rA,=(r,+r)A,+...+(r,+r)A,, 
contradicting Definition 3.3. 
Since (Ei . Ej)i,j is negative definite, there exists D in &x such that 
(D * Ei) < 0 for all i. Hence -D is ample and given D’ E & there is an 
integer N such that both ND and ND + D’ are in &1#. Since <r# thus 
generates the free abelian group of rank n, gr, there must be at least n 
pairwise inequivalent extremal elements in &r#. Let D, ,..., D, be n pairwise 
inequivalent extremal elements in 8x+ and A a divisor on X such that -A is 
ample. Since 8x+ generates Bx, we may assume nA = Cy=, t,Di , with 
n, ti E Z and n > 0. If N is a sufficiently high integer, we have 
NnA - (DI + ... + D,) E&~# and therefore ti > 0 for all i. Now take 
B = ‘& niEi E &+. Since JjJx# generates $r, there are representations 
p,Ei = Cy=, tijDj with pi , tij E H and all pi > 0) (1 < i, j < n). One gets 
pB = zFj=, n,pi’tijDj = Cr==, skDk where p = ny=,Pi , pi’ = p/pi , hence 
sk E Z. Now 
E. t) = p(B . Ei) + (Dl . EJ + -.. + (D, . Ei) < 0 
for all i, since (B * EJ < 0, (DIC . EJ < 0 for all 1 < i, k < n, and for each E, 
there exists at least one K = k(i) such that (Ok . EJ < 0 (oterhwise there 
would be a relation between the Dj). For this reason-& (sk + l)D, is 
ample, consequently sic + 1 > 0, as demonstrated above, therefore sic > 0 
and pB E #r# and p evidently does not depend on B. 
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LEMMA 3.9. If 5 is semifactorial and A is an extremal element in g, then A 
is asymptotically irreducible. 
Proof. Suppose X to be a desingularization such that AO, is invertible, 
AO, = 0(--D) and D is an extremal element of the semifactorial semigroup 
cx#. By Lemma 3.8 there is an integer p > 0 such that P$~+ C #r# C #x+, 
hence D is extremal in er+ also (Lemma 3.4). Therefore (D . EJ = 0 for all 
but one of the components Ei of the closed fibre of X and we can “blow down” 
all Ei except the one, say E1, with (0(-D) . Er) > 0: For a high enough 
integer r, IrD = T(X, 0(-rD)) = A*’ is normal and the reduced closed 
fibre of XA = Proj(@+,, IVD) is irreducible. 
THEOREM 3.10. The following conditions are equivalent (assume R to admit 
a desingularization): 
(a) R satisfies condition (N). 
(b) There exists an asymptotic factorization for each M-primary ideal 
in R. 
(c) The semigroup & of the M-primary complete ideals with respect to the 
* product is semifactorial. 
(4 Era is semifactorial for all desingularizations X. 
(e) For all desingularizations X there exists a positive integer p such that 
p&+ c &‘p. 
Proof. In view of the preceding Lemmas and of Theorem 3.2 it just 
remains to show that a complete asymptotically irreducible ideal is an 
extremal element in &Z. Since A *n = B * C implies T(A) = T(B) U T(C), 
the ideals A, B, C have to be asymptotically equivalent, i.e., A*s = B*e = C*f 
for suitable positive integers e, f ,  g. 
PROBLEM. Is it possible to choose the integer p in (e) independent of X? 
This would imply that there is an integer p > 0, such that for each M- 
primary complete ideal A in R the ideal A*P is a c-product of asymptotically 
irreducible ideals. 
If R has a rational singularity, then &r + = &r# for all desingulariztaions X 
and the product of complete ideals in R is again a complete ideal 
16, Theorem 12.1 and Theorem 7.11. Summarizing the above results for 
this case, we have: 
COROLLARY 3.11. If R has a rational singularity, then R satisfies condition 
(N). The set of complete asymptotically irreducible ideals associated to a prime 
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R-divisor v  consists of the powers of an ideal A, which is uniquely determined 
by v. Furthermore there exists an integer N > 0, such that for every complete 
M-primary ideal A in R we have the unique decomposition A” = nvercA) Azu. 
Proof. Choose a desingularization f: X + Spec R with v  E T(X) and let 
E1 be the center of v  on X, E, ,..., E, the other components of the closed fibre 
on X. Let A, be the complete asymptotically irreducible ideal in R such that 
A,O, = 0( -DJ, where D, is the generator of the class of extremal elements 
D in 4x+ = cx# with (D . E1) < 0. (Lemma 3.7). I f  D, = xb, n& , then 
gcdlsis, ni = 1. We have only to show that A, is independent of the choice 
of X. Let g: X’ ---f X be a proper birational map with X’ regular. For any 
divisor D on X we let D’ be the divisor on X’ with O,(D’) = g*(O,(D)). 
D’ can be represented uniquely in the form 
D’ = D# +F, 
where the support of D#--the proper transform of D-is mapped by g onto 
the support of D and g(F) is a zero-dimensional subset of X. Let E1 ,..., E, 
be the components of the closed fibre on X, E,# ,..., E,#, E,+1 ,..., E, the 
components of the closed fibre on X’. I f  D, = Cy-, niEi then D,’ = 
x:-r n,E,# + F, where g(F) is zero-dimensional. 
Now 
(01’ . E,#) = (01 * EJ < 0, 
(Dl’ . Ei”) = (DI . Ei) = 0 for i = 2,..., 71, 
(Dl’ . EJ = 0 for i = n + l,..., m (cf. [6, Section 151). 
Since gcd,gislz ni = 1, D,’ is the generating element of the class of extremal 
elements in EJ whose intersection number with El*, the center of v  on X’, 
is different from zero (Lemma 3.7). Since 85, = EJ we have A, = 
T(X, 0,(-D,)) = I’(X’, 0,(-D,‘)). It only remains to remark that any 
two desingularizations of R are dominated by a third. 
4. SEMIFACTORIALITY AND CONDITION (N) 
Throughout this section take (R, M) to be a complete normal local domain 
of dimension two admitting a desingularization f: X + Spec R. Let i, be the 
closed immersion of the subscheme X n := X xR Spec(R/Mn); (X,&d is the 
reduced closed fibre of X. We get a direct system of closed subschemes and 
immersions (X, , i&: (suppose m > n). 
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Corresponding to this there arises a projective system (Pit X, , h,,) with the 
restriction homomorphisms h,, and a homomorphism h: Pit X+ !im, Pit X, . 
THEOREM 4.1. h is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (cf. [3, Lemma 6, p. 1331) (1) LetL be an invertible Or-module 
with L n := h,(L) N OTn for all n. We have to show L ‘v 0,. Each 
isomorphism L, N Oxn 1s given by a locally invertible section of L, . We have 
to choose these sections compatible relative to the canonical homomorphisms 
u,,: H”(X, , L,) --+ HO(X, , L,) (m > n) to get an element of H”(X, L) ‘u 
b, HO(X, , L,) giving the desired isomorphism. Define 
for m > n we get canonical surjective homomorphisms uk,: H, + H, . 
Therefore it is enough to find a locally inertible section in HI. Now 
HO(X, , L,) is a finitely generated module over the artinian ring R/M for 
each n, and consequently HO(X, , L,) is an artinian R-module. The 
u,,(HO(X, , L,)) are a descending sequence of R-submodules in H”(Xn , L,), 
consequently, there is an integer N(n) for each n such that H,, = 
u~~(~)(HO(X~(~) , LNtn))). By hypothesis LNtl) ‘v ON(r) and there is a locally 
invertible section in HO(X,,,(,, , LNcl)). The image of this section in HI 
can be lifted to give an isomorphism L N Ox . 
(2) An element in &n, Pit X, is represented by a sequence of invertible 
Orn-modules such that X,&L,) = L, (m > n). By Grothendieck’s existence 
theorem (EGA III, 5.1.6) there is one and only one coherent sheaf L on X 
with X,(L) = L IR., = L, for all n. It remains to show that L is invertible. It is 
enough to demonstrate that L, N O,,, for all closed points x E X. Since f is 
proper, all closed points belong to X1 = f -l([M]). Let x be x as point of X1 . 
If S is the local ring of x E X, then S/MS is the local ring of 5. By hypothesis 
L,/MLs N S/MS and the Nakayama lemma implies L, = IS. It remains to 
show that if s E S and Is = 0, then s = 0. Now L,/MnL, N S/M”S and 
L,IMnL, is generated by i, , the canonical image of 1 in this module. sl = 0 
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implies S,Z, = 0 for all n. Since L,/M”L* is free over S/MnS it follows 
s E nn M”S = (0). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let E = E1 + ... + E, be a reduced exceptional curve on X 
and (Ei . Ej)i,j negative definite. There exists a curve Y on X with support E such 
that for each curve Z > Y and support Z = E the canonical map Pit Z = 
H’(Z, 0,“) + Hl(Y, Or*) = Pit Y is an isomorphism. 
Proof. This is Lemma 2.10 in [2]. 
Let us denote by Pica X the group of divisor classes on X whose inter- 
section number with every exceptional curve on X is zero. If  C is an 
exceptional curve on X, we denote by Pica C the group of divisor classes on C 
with degree zero on every component Ei of C. Under the conditions of this 
paragraph, there exists an exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 + Pica X + Pit R + H + 0, 
where His finite and this sequence depends only on R and not on X. For the 
definition of the maps and the proof of the exactness we refer to [6, Section 141. 
LEMMA 4.3. The restriction map Pit X + Pit C is surjective for every 
exceptional curve C on X. 
Proof, This is Lemma 14.3 in [6]. 
THEOREM 4.4. R is semifactorial, i.e., Pit R is a torsion group if and only if 
every desingularization f: X + Spec R satisfies the following condition: If C is 
an arbitrary exceptional curve on X, then Pica C is a torsion group. 
Proof. (1) Without loss of generality we assume MO, invertible. I f  
Pica C is torsion for all exceptional curves C, then in particular the groups 
Pica X, are torsion for all n. As a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 
Pit X N Pit X, for sufficiently high n and the isomorphism is given by the 
restriction homomorphism. It follows Pica X N Pica X, and Pica X is 
torsion and the exact sequence (*) implies that Pit R is a torsion group. 
(2) If  conversely Pit R is torsion, then Pica X is torsion, too, because 
of the exact sequence (*). Let C be an exceptional curve and D E Pica C. 
Extend D by zero on those components of the closed fibre which are not 
components of C. By Lemma 4.3 there exists a divisor 9 on X which cuts 
out the divisor D on C and the zero class on every component of the closed 
fibre which does not belong to C, i.e., 9 E Pica X. In consequence, 9 has 
torsion and therefore D, too. 
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COROLLARY 4.5. If the residuejield k of R is the algebraic closure of a prime 
field of characteristic p # 0, then R is semifactorial. 
Proof. If X --f Spec R is a desingularization and Y an exceptional curve 
on X, Yred = E1 + ... + E,, with distinct components Ei (1 < i < n), then 
Artin proves in [2, p. 486-4881 the existence of the following exact sequences 
of abelian groups 
n 
O+K+PiC” Yre,j+~PiCoEi-+O, (1) 
i=l 
and 
O-tL-tPic”Y+Pico Yred+O, (2) 
where L has a composition series with factors isomorphic to kf and K has a 
composition series with quotients isomorphic to k+ and k*. By our assumption 
on k each Pica Ei has torsion and also k+ and k*, therefore Pica Y has torsion. 
Remark. To prove the inversion of Theorem 4.6 below we could try to 
prove the following, in view of Theorem 4.4: If R satisfies condition (N) and 
Y is an exceptional curve on a desingularization X, then Pica Y has torsion. 
If we assume in addition k = R/M algebraically closed and of characteristic 
p > 0, we have to analyze only the exact sequence (1). M. Artin calls Y 
“simply connected” if there appears no factor isomorphic to k* in the 
composition series of K [2, p. 4941. Analyzing M. Artin’s derivation of the 
exact sequence (l), [2, p. 4881, we will see that this is the case if and only if 
there is no “loop” in the configuration diagram of the components of Y. 
That means we have to show that there is a desingularization X such that 
there is no loop in the configuration diagram of the reduced closed fibre of X. 
(The groups Pica Ei have torsion by Corollary 2.13.) 
THEOREM 4.6. If R is a semifactorial complete normal local domain of 
dimension two admitting a desingularization X, then R satisfies condition (N). 
Proof. Let v be a prime R-divisor. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that X is projective over R [6, Section 21 and v has center on X in a 
component of the closed fibre. Let E1 ,..., E, , E,+1 be the distinct com- 
ponents of the closed fibre, where E,+1 is the center of w on X. We shall see 
that it is possible to “blow down” E1 + 1’. + E, thus getting a normal 
model V projective over R whose closed fibre has only one component which 
is associated to V. Since R is semifactorial, V is the A-transform of Spec R 
with an M-primary ideal A in R asymptotically irreducible associated to v. 
Let G be the free abelian group generated by E1 ,..., E, . We define a 
group homomorphism f: Pit X + G * = Hom(G, Z) by setting (f(D))(&) = 
(D . EJ for D E Pit X. In particular we get a homomorphism i: G + G* by 
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i(F) = f(F), FE G. Since the intersection matrix (.Z& * E&j is negative 
definite, i is injective and since G and G* have the same rank, its cokernel is 
a finite group. Hence we deduce that for every divisor D on X there are a 
positive integer n and a divisor 2 E G such that nf(D) = f(nD) = -f(Z). 
Since X is projective over Spec R there exists a very ample divisor H on X 
and without loss of generality we assume Hi(X, O(nH)) = 0 for all positive 
integers i and n and f(H) = -f(Z) f or some 2 E G. Since H is ample, we 
have (H * Ei) > 0 for all 1 < i ,< n + 1 and therefore 2 > 0 and the 
support of 2 equals Er + ... + E,, . By substituting Z by nZ and H by nH 
we assume without loss of generality Z > Y where YE G is the divisor of 
Lemma 4.2. We denote by Tr,(H + 2) the divisor class on Y “cut out” 
by H + Z, i.e., &*(O(H + Z)), where iy is the closed immersion of Y in X. 
Since f(H) = -f(Z), we have ((H + Z) . EJ = 0 for all 1 < i < n, i.e., 
Trr(H + Z) epic0 Y. On account of Theorem 4.4 Pica Y is a torsion group, 
therefore, substituting H + Z by a suitable multiple, we can assume 
Trr(H + Z) N Or . As a consequence of Lemma 4.2 and the choice of Y, 
we deduce Trz(H + Z) N Oz . From the exact sequence of Or-modules 
defining Trz(H + Z) 
0 --f O((H + Z) - Z) -+ O(H + Z) + Trz(H + Z) -+ 0 
we get the exact sequence 
O+O(H)+O(H+Z)+O,--,O. 
Since H1(X, O(H)) = 0, the derived map HO(X, O(H + Z)) + H”(X, 0,) is 
surjective. Therefore there is a global section s of O(H + Z) such that 
s(P) # 0 for all P E support Z. L : = O(H + Z) is now an invertible sheaf 
on X with the properties 
(a) L is very ample on the open set X\(E, + ..+ + E,), 
(b) (L * EJ = 0 for 1 < i < n, 
(c) there exists a global section s of L such that s(P) # 0 for all 
PEE~+...$-E,. 
Take S’ to be the graded subalgebra of S = @n>o r(X, LB%) generated 
by r(X, L) and # the injection of 5” in S. Let r be the associated map to 
4: XT) G(4) -+ Proj S’ (EGA II, Section 3.7). From (a) follows that Y is an 
isomorphism outside Er + *.. + E, , therefore G(#) = X and as a conse- 
quence of(b) Y(EJ, 1 < i < n, is a closed point of Proj S’. The normalization 
of this scheme is the model V whose existence was stated above. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If R has a rational singularity, then R satis$es condition 
09. 
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Proof. I f  R has a rational singularity then so does its completion i? 
[6, (16.5)]. Therefore Pit i? is finite [6, (17.1)] and hence fi satisfies 
condition (N). By Corollary 1.11 R satisfies condition (N). 
Remark 4.8. Let R be a ring satisfying the conditions of Muhly in [8]: 
(a) The closed fibre of the quadratic transformation f: X + Spec R 
is an irreducible reduced regular curve C, i.e., R is desingularized by just 
one quadratic transformation. 
(b) C is in a natural way embedded in a projective space over k = R/M 
and the hyperplanes of this space cut out on C a nonspecial linear series on C. 
In view of Lemma 16.1 in [6] and the results at the end of Section 1 we 
may assume without loss of generality R to be complete. We shall see: If  the 
homogeneous coordinate ring of C is semifactorial, then (under the above 
conditions (a) and (b)) R is semifactorial too and therefore satisfies con- 
dition (N). Assumption (b) will allow us to make again use of some ideas of 
M. Artin in [2] to show Pit C ‘v Pit nC for all positive integers n and this 
implies our statement in view of Theorem 4.4 and its proof. Denote by 
Sym, M the symmetric algebra over R generated by M, Y = Proj(Sym, M), 
X = Proj(&s #In), C = X x R RIM and k = RIM. We have the following 
diagram: 
Spec R t-3 Spec k. 
The projective space over k in which C is embedded is Y, = Y xA RIM, 
the closed fibre of Y, and for the sheaf L on C, cut out on C by the hyperplanes 
of Y, , we have 
L E (j 0 i)* O,(l) 3 i*(O,(l)) N i*(MO,) e Tr,(-C). 
By assumption (b) we know H’(L) = 0 and therefore W(L@“) = 0 for all 
positive integers n. 
We want to show Pit nC N Pit C for all n > 0. Choose n > I and 
denote 2 = nC and 2, = (n - 1)C. By induction on n we may assume 
Hr(OzJ N Hl(O,*) and we have to show that the canonical map 
H1(OZ*) - H1(OsO) is an isomorphism. There are the following exact 
sequences 
o+J+o,+o,~o, 
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and since J2 = 0 the map J -+ R given by x + 1 + x for any section x 
of the sheaf J is an isomorphism. Now J ‘v 0(-2,)/0(-Z) N Tr,(-Z,,) E 
L@(+l) and therefore W(K) = 0. 0 ur statement now follows from the exact 
cohomology sequence 
P(K) --f H1(OZ*) --f fqog) + 0. 
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